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Haritsumeta shunkan ni niramiatta POWER to POWER
Senaka de kaze ga sawagidasu SIGNSeijaku wo
kirisaite butsukariau
THUNDER!! POWER STORM!
Subete ha unmei no uzu he toYami wo tsuranuki
hashiru
hikari dare yori mo hayaku
Atsuku hageshiku takaku maiodore!
Shouri he no michi wo hashiritsuzukero!ROCK ALRIGHT!
Dare yori mo
Ore-tachi ha toberu hazu eien no sora wo
ROCK ALRIGHT! Jikuu sae
Tsukinukeru SPEED de
Moeagare SAGAIjigen no dangai de kisoiau chikara to
chikara
Ikizukai no saki ni yureru kageFurikazashita shunkan
hanabi ga chiru
THUNDER! POWER SWORD!!
Subete wo unmei ni yudaneteTsuki ga michitara
kemono
ni nari tokihanate yaiba
Tsuyoku kedakaku soshite shinayaka ni
Arasoi sora wo habatake takakuROCK ALRIGHT!
Itsudatte
Mamoritai kono hoshi wo kagirinai ai de
ROCK ALRIGHT! Miraigoto
Dakishimeru SPEED de
Tsukinukero SAGAROCK ALRIGHT! Dare yori mo
Ore-tachi ha toberu hazu eien no sora wo
ROCK ALRIGHT! Jikuu sae
Tsukinukeru SPEED de
Moeagare SAGA

English translation

Stretched out, power and power glare across a
moment
At my back, the wind kicks up,
it's a signTear up the stillness, clash together
Thunder!! Power Storm!
Everything is up to fateLight dashes through the
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darkness,
faster than anyone
Heated and violent, expansive, dance!
Keep running on the path to victory!Rock Alright! More
than anyone
We'll fly in the endless sky
Rock Alright! Through space
Break through with speed
A blazing sagaOn a cliff in another dimension, power
and power compete
Breathing before a swaying shadowBrandishing a
moment, sparks scatter
Thunder!! Power Sword!!
Everything is entrusted to fateThe moon is full,
the animals roar, release your fangs
Strong and noble, and also flexible
Fly high into the sky of disputeRock Alright! Always
The endless love of this star I want to protect
Rock Alright! Each future
Embraced with speed
A piercing sagaRock Alright! More than anyone
We'll fly in the endless sky
Rock Alright! Through space
Break through with speed
A blazing saga
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